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ACCIDENT REPORT ON SCHEDULED AIR TRANSPORT OPERA
TIONS FOR THE FIRST SIX MONTHS OF 1932

American -operated air transport | 10 .96 per cent ; power -plant failures,
services flew 24 ,668 ,414 miles in the 22.39 per cent ; airplane failures , 19.26
first six months of 1932 with 67 acci- per cent ; miscellaneous (this clas
dents , or 368,185 miles per accident , it sification including weather , darkness ,
is shown in the semiannual study of and airport and terrain ) , 47 .39 per
civil aircraft accidents in scheduled cent. There were no aircraft acci
air transport services for the period dents concerning which the cause was
January to June , 1932, published here undetermined or doubtful. Further
with . Only six of these accidents in information as to causes of accidents
volved passenger fatalities . is presented in Table A , which shows
Of the 67 accidents , 6 were to craft causes in passenger accidents , non
carrying passengers only , 3 to craft passenger accidents , and totals for all
carrying passengers and mail , 2 to scheduled services .
craft carrying passengers and express , In a study of the injuries and fatali
and 20 to craft carrying passengers , ties occurring in scheduled airline
mail , and express . There were 36 accidents during the first half of 1932 ,
accidents to aircraft not carrying pas it was found that 10 persons suffered
sengers, including 18 carrying mail minor injuries , none were severely in
only and 18 carrying mail and express . jured , and 27 lost their lives . The lat
Eleven of the accidents resulted in ter included 16 passengers , 10 pilots ,
pilot or passenger fatalities . Eight of and 1 copilot , who died in aircraft
these fatal accidents occurred at night accidents or as a result of injuries re
and three during the day . The others . ceived in aircraft accidents . In all,
in which no fatalities were involved , there were 199 persons involved in
were divided equally in this respect , scheduled air transport accidents , of
28 occurring during the day time and whom 102 received no injuries what
28 at night . ever . A total of 248 ,954 passengers

was carried during the period .
CLASSIFICATION OF CAUBES Of the 27 fatalities 10 were in day

Causes of the 67 accidents were accidents and 17 in accidents occurriņg
divided as follows : Personal errors, ' at night. The 16 passenger fatalities
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ures 5 and 6 show what happens to the power as the lamp is moved away
beam when the lamp is moved ver - | from its normal position . The 1,000
tically in either direction . Figure 5 watt , 115 -volt , plane -filament lamp was
gives the vertical candlepower distri - | used for these curves .
bution for 11 positions of the lamp . The two beams of the 36 - inch air
Figure 6 shows the corresponding way beacon make possible twice as
" horizontal " distributions taken in frequent flashes at the same speed of
each case at the vertical angle of rotation or if the beacon speed is
maximum candlepower . It is interest - reduced to give the same frequency of
ing to observe that the vertical tray flashes , the flashes will be longer . As
erses are greatly increased in angular the two beams are obtained from the
spread when the lamp is moved up or same lamp , this is an important gain
down . The horizontal traverses , how in efficiency in addition to the advan
ever, show no change in spread but do tage of the high candlepower resulting
show marked loss in maximum candle - | from the large diameter of the unit .

NOTICES TO AIRMEN AND AIRCRAFT OPERATORS

Due .

[Under this heading notices of new air - | are desired , the visual indicator mayports established , changes in equipment ,
be omitted , the filter unit is requiredalterations in lighting or weather service ,

obstruction warnings , airport ratings , air whether or not the visual indicator
way survey and construction progress , air is used .navigation maps , certification of airports The condenser which constitutes theand aeronautical beacon lights , and new air
markings are published in each issue . filter unit keeps all frequencies below
Airmen contemplating cross -country about 310 cycles out of the head
flights request from the Aeronautics
Branch the latest information regarding phones . In this way the low - fre
airports along their routes . It is desir quency visual beacon signals , includ
able, therefore , that all airport managers ing their second and third harmonics ,
file with the airway -bulletin Section of the

are not heard in the head phones .Aeronautics Branch information as to any
temporary conditions interfering with land The aural beacon signals , being of a
ing and taking off , information as to land frequency of from 500 to 1,000 cycles ,
ing surface , if it is soft from rain or if are heard without reduction in inportions can not be used for other reasons ,
and information as to building construc tensity . The same is true of voice
tion and similar obstructions to air navi signals , being of frequencies of 300
gation .

to 3,000 cycles . Neither the filter unitAll notices of new airports are published
regularly in this section . nor the visual indicator requires any
Changes to be made in items appearing manipulation or attention on the part
in Airway Bulletin No . 2, Descriptions of of the pilot.Airports and Landing Fields in the United
States , are also carried in this section . ) INDEX TO CHANGES FOR AIR
EXPERIMENTS TO BE CONDUCT WAY BULLETIN NO . 2
ED ON COMBINED AURAL AND Since Airway Bulletin No . 2, De
VISUAL RADIO RANGE BEACON scriptions of Airports and Landing

Fields in the United States , went toExperiments are to begin as soon press , changes affecting certain items
after September 1 as practicable at carried therein have taken place .Harrisburg , Pa ., on a radio range These changes appear under the head
beacon which will provide both aural ing Airport and Airway Changes and
and visual course indications . Either Warnings for the following localities :type of indication or both may be uti Agua
lized at will . The receiving equip Caliente , Ariz . -- Site No . 22B ,

SD -EIP airway .
ment required on the airplane com Little Rock , Ark . - Little Rock Municipal
prises the regular medium -frequency Airport .
receiving set , the regular head phones , Adairsville , Ga . - Site No. 6, A -C

airway .
Springfield . Ill . - Commercial Airport .

the visual indicator , and a very simple Sterling , II
I
. - Sterling Municipal Airport .

filter unit . The filter unit is required Davenport , Iowa . - - Cram Field .

in order to relieve the pilot o
f hearing Edgewood , Md . - Edgewood Arsenal Field ,

Lowell , Mass . Lowell Airport .

the continuous tones associated with Charlevoix , Mich . - - Coulters Field .

the visual signal . The filter unit is a Jackson , Mich - Reynolds Airport .

1 -microfarad condenser connected in Jean

, Nev . - Site No . 21 . LA - SL airway .

Valley Stream , L . I . , N . Y . - Curtiss -Wright
series with the head phones ; this com Airport .

bination , in parallel with the visual Akron , Ohio . - Akron Municipal Airport .

indicator ( if used ) , is connected Harrison , Ohio . - Site No . 1 , C - C airway .

Vickery , Ohio . - - Site No . 25 , C -NY airway .

across the receiving set output termi La Grande , Oreg . - Site No . 44A , SLP air
nals . When only aural beacon signals way .


